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improve your overall wellbeing some songs stick to your soul like ectoplasm whether youre at the club or chuck e 
cheese sometimes you hear a certain song that brings you back to a moment in Why Bad Golf Happens To Good 
People!: It's Your Brain Not Your Game!: 

3 of 3 review helpful A great new insight on the game of golf By Bryan J Kautzman When I hit the practice facilities 
everything goes perfect I can putt chip pitch drive and iron the ball like crazy It s nearly flawless every time out But 
when I hit the course I m still the same old 17 handicapper that I ve always been flubbing shots and failing to score 
when I hit a great drive I needed something different t Every golfer has left the course thinking about the short putt 
they missed or trying to justify their poor performance by declaring that their ldquo head wasn rsquo t in the game 
rdquo Anyone who plays golf recognizes the importance of the mental game Mastering the skills involved in the 
mental game is not difficult Golfers just need to practice as much mentally as they do physically In an easy to 
understand format Why Bad Golf Happens to Good People pro About the Author Glenn R Kessler PhD has been 
practicing applied psychology for thirty years specializing in counseling and sport psychology As director of Next 
Level Performance he has had the opportunity to work with golfers of all levels Kessler 
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